PROGRAMME EVALUATION
We aim to deliver high quality, educationally relevant and enjoyable programmes which meet the particular
needs of your groups. We want to know if we ever fall short of that mark. Please complete our evaluation form
and give us the feedback we need. This enables us to continuously self develop and provide a better service.
We hope that you have had a good experience with Archery Events but please feel free to tell us exactly how well we
met your expectations.

Course

Name

Date

Department

We appreciate that some of these questions may not be relevant to the particular course or event that you have been
on, so please just ignore those and just complete those that you feel you can comment on.
PLANNING:
Did you find the pre-planning with regard to establishing aims and objectives and required outcomes, and our general
communications appropriate? If not, what is your helpful feedback?

EXPECTATIONS:
Did you get what you wanted from the course or event? If not, can you identify why?

What has been the most important aspect of the course/event for you?

COURSE/EVENT CONTENT & DESIGN:
Which particular session did you find most useful and why?

Which particular session did you find least useful and why?

Were there any areas which you expected to be covered but were not?

Would you have liked to have spent more time on some of the areas covered?

Did you find the length of the course: (please tick as appropriate)
Reasonable
Just right
Too long

Too short

The daily schedule was:
Good

Reasonable

Too intensive

Not intensive enough

The learning environment was:
Pleasant

Distracting

Productive

Uncomfortable

Organised
Disorganised

well prepared
un-prepared

The Archery Events trainers and instructors were:
Responsive
Interesting
Not responsive
Uninteresting

What is your opinion of the facilities and equipment made available to you?
(Please comment on both the domestic and training facilities)

Thank you for taking the time to complete this document. We do read and respond to them.

Archery Events
67 Brookfields Road, Ipstones, Leek, Staffordshire Moorlands. ST10 2LY

